2.4 Summary of results

Residents
- A large number of residents consider community center as the best place for evacuation place
- Most respondents do not refuse to stay in the place they used to live
- Establishment of tsunami early warning system is very needed for disaster prevention in the future

Primary school teachers
- A considerable number of teachers explained that reading books, picture books and videos can meet the curiosity of the students about disasters

Primary school students
- A lot of children do not know what caused a tsunami, they still consider the tsunami as the anger of God
- Nearly all of the children know what to do in such a situation in which the sea level was suddenly drop and almost all children decide to go to higher place when tsunami come

Government officers
- Some areas in Nias have interesting objects so it can found many tourists there. Government officers encourage hotels to provide pamphlets in different language
- A significant number of government officers take establishment of early warning system into consider as the disaster countermeasures